8- Unit Operation

A- The Remote Control

i- HWC, CFU TYPE

Display Screen: Displays the operating settings of the unit.

“Temperature Adjustment” buttons: Sets the temperature in the range of 16 – 30 °C (60 – 85 °F). Pressing both buttons at the same time switches the displayed temperature from Centigrade to Fahrenheit and vice versa.

“ON/OFF” button: Starts/ Stops unit operation.

“Fan Speed” button: Selects the fan speed: Low, Medium, High, Auto.

“Mode” buttons: Selects the operation mode: Cool, Dry, Fan, Heat or Auto

“TIMER ON”: Button (S) adjusts “TIMER ON” settings while button (C) cancels them.

“TIMER OFF” buttons: Button (S) adjusts “TIMER OFF” settings while button (C) cancels them.

“Clock Adjustment” buttons: Sets the time of the built-in clock inside the remote controller.

“LOUVRE” button: Controls the vertical position of the horizontal blade.

“SWING” button: Used to operate the Air swing.

In case HWC: Not Functioning.

“SLEEP” button: Switches the Sleep operation ON & OFF.

Sliding Cover: Protects buttons and batteries.
The Display Screen Components

**Mode Indication Bar:** Shows current mode sign:
- Cool
- Dry
- Fan
- Heat
- Auto
  (two symbols appear together).

**Transmission Indicator:** Flashes after 3 sec of using the Remote. The indoor unit beeps as an indication for receiving the transmission.

**Fan Speed Indicator:** Shows Fan speed sign:
- Low
- Medium
- High
- Auto

**“SLEEP” Indicator:** Displayed when “Sleep” operation is active.

**Air Direction Indicator:** Displays the current position of the louvre.

**Auto Swing Indicator:** Displayed when the Auto Swing operation is active.
In case HWC: Not Functioning.

**“Timer ON” Indicator:** Displayed when “TIMER ON” operation is active.

**“Timer OFF” Indicator:** Displayed when “TIMER OFF” operation is active.

**“Time” Indicator:** Displays Clock settings and also “TIMER ON” & “TIMER OFF” settings.

**“Temperature” Indicator:** Displays the adjusted temperature settings.

---

**Remote Controller Power**

The remote controller operates with 2 batteries of size AAA with 1.5 Volts.

**Changing Batteries**

The batteries have to be changed when the remote does not send its signals to the indoor unit or when the display screen becomes unclear.

- Open the sliding cover to its full extent and press softly with your thumb while pulling the cover down till it comes out of its sliding way showing the battery compartment.
- Remove the used batteries and insert a pair of new batteries.
- Re-install the sliding cover and test the remote controller work.
- If the indoor unit beeps, then the change process was successful other wise, check battery positioning or replace them.